PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCES	45
used, the children rest before mid-morning lunch, or before
going home at noon. Where all-day programs are main-
tained, the long rest period sometimes follows the lunch hour,
with shorter rests scattered throughout the day. Good physi-
cal habits are fostered also by allowing the children free access
to drinking water located in or near the room, and to toilets
adjoining it.
In the music hour exercise is moderate and the songs,
rhythms, and stories motivate creative thought. The children
run, jump, or stamp to the tune, or sit quietly and beat out
the time, or otherwise dramatize the songs. Stories are quiet-
ing yet serve to arouse interest in many things. Looking at
picture books serves the same purpose for the younger chil-
dren.
Self-expression and coordination of the finer muscles are
brought about by putting on and taking off clothes, and carry-
ing dishes, paint tins, tools, and small toys used in the various
activities. Clay modeling and fingerpainting, which are ma-
nipulative at first, soon become mediums of creative expres-
sion.
The children acquire good mental attitudes and social ad-
justment by taking part in simple activities together, such as
going to the toilet, taking turns in setting the table for lunch,
and eating together in family style. The children also learn
to help with the serving'and to make the rooms tidy after the
meal is over. They put their toys and work tools in places
provided for them, and hang up and take down their wraps-
all of which is a part of learning to be self-dependent.
Mental stimulation is provided through books and manipu-
lative materials, such as clay, paint, cloth, wood, and many
other simple raw materials. As many contacts as possible are
provided with natural phenomena—trees, flowers, pets, farm-
yard animals—all of which are experienced with the home as a
starting point and gradually extended to the neighborhood.
Many nursery schools recognize the part of the parent in
the program. Where this is so, parents cooperate in planning
and carrying out the program. The nursery school teacher
can help the parents understand their children better, espe-

